
INTEREST 
RATES AND OUR 

ECONOMY
Higher home prices 
and the rise in interest 
rates are beginning 
to impact home 
affordability—especially 
in high-cost regions.

By Ray Brousseau

Since June, the U.S. mortgage market has 
experienced some significant volatility in 
terms of rates available to consumers, rais-

ing concerns for both home owners and profes-
sionals about the outlook for the balance of this 
year and next. However, interest rates are close to 
the levels seen in 2011, making them still low by 
historical standards. Rising rates affect consumers and 
industry professionals like homebuilders differently.

Pending home sales dropped off in June after reaching their high-
est level in more than six years as rising mortgage interest rates 
began to impact the market, according to the National Association 
of REALTORS. Higher home prices and the rise in interest rates are 
beginning to impact home affordability—especially in high-cost re-
gions, according to Lawrence Yun, chief economist at the National 
Association of REALTORS. “Mortgage interest rates began to rise 
in May, taking some of the momentum out of contract activity in 
June,” he said. “The persistent lack of inventory also is contributing 
to lower contract signings.”



From an operational perspective, 
here’s how we at Carrington look at 
how the cost of rising interest rates 
will affect the new loan origination 
market. The industry did about $995 
billion in total originations through 
June, according to the Mortgage 
Bankers Association. Roughly 70 
percent of this volume went through 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, about 

13 percent through the FHA, 7 percent 
were VA loans, 9 percent were cov-
ered by primary mortgage insurance, 
and the remaining 1 percent of loans 
was in non-agency originations. 

Mortgage originators face a chal-
lenge in the second half of 2013 as 
refinance volumes are expected to fall 
rapidly. The MBA estimates that total 
originations for 2013 will be just $1.6 
trillion, implying only $650 billion in 
new loan originations in the second 
half of 2013.  Whereas the industry 
averaged about $450 million per quar-
ter in total originations in the first half 
of 2013, the quarterly average for the 
second half will be closer to $350 bil-
lion and falling. For 2014, the MBA 
is projecting total originations of just 
$1.1 trillion or an average of about 
$250 billion in new loan originations 
per quarter.  

Moves in market interest rates tend 
to not affect the cost of lending nearly 
as much as the headlines may suggest. 
In fact, since Fed Chairman Ben Ber-
nanke’s June press conference, when 
the central bank suggested an eventual 
change in policy, benchmark rates in 
the secondary market for mortgages 
have largely retraced ground lost. The 
yield on current production GNMA 
securities, for example, is now almost 
at the same yield as before the Fed’s 
June press conference.  

Yet for consumers, the cost of loans 
is well above the lows seen in 2012. 
The average interest rate for a 30-year 
fixed-rate loan was around 4.39% at 
the start of August, up from 3.55% 
the year before, according to Freddie 
Mac. There are many reasons why 
the overall cost of mortgage loans is 
higher than a year ago. Interest rates 
are just one of several factors which 

contribute to overall lending costs.
One of the largest impacts on the 

cost of mortgage credit for consumers 
has been change to MIP, both the sub-
stantial increase in premiums coupled 
with most premiums now remaining 
on the loan for its term as opposed to 

temporarily. These items now have a 
much greater impact on APR (can be 
30-40 bps depending on loan terms). 
Earlier in the year we also saw GFees 
increase, having a similar (but less 
dramatic) effect. Add all this to an 
increasingly complex regulatory envi-

ronment and looming changes (QM) 
causing lenders to beef up compli-
ance staff, and you have greater costs 
to originate and less likelihood that 
lenders can absorb those costs without 
passing them on.

New rules requiring higher bank 
capital will also affect the price of 
credit for consumers as banks avoid 
mortgage securities and loans with 
higher risk weights under the Basel III 
framework. For example, under Basel 
III banks must now put up capital 
against exposures to the FHA even 
though the agency’s obligations are 
fully guaranteed by the US govern-
ment. “Weaker bank demand, even 
with average yields up almost 1.4 per-
centage points from this year’s lows, 
is hampering the $5.5 trillion [mort-
gage agency] market, increasing bor-
rowing costs for consumers seeking to 
buy homes or refinance,” Bloomberg 
reports.    

Over the next year, consumers and 
mortgage executives alike should ex-
pect to hear a lot of noise coming from 
Washington. Changes in interest rate 
policy from the Fed as well as propos-

als to alter the structure of the U.S. 
mortgage market will all add to uncer-
tainty in the markets. What we know is 
that the historically low interest rates 
of the past five years are not likely to 
continue indefinitely. The good news 
is that the cost of mortgages is still 

Mortgage originators face a 
challenge in the second half of 2013 
as refinance volumes are expected 
to fall rapidly.



relatively low by historical standards. 
The bad news is that new rules and 
regulations are adding significant ad-

ditional costs to the mortgage lending 
process.     

All that said, the outlook for the 
housing market remains far brighter 
than at any time since the market crisis 
erupted in 2007. When Fannie Mae re-
leased its July national housing survey, 
the percentage of respondents who be-
lieve now is a good time to buy a house 
rose to 74 percent. Even after the recent 
run-up in mortgage rates, consumers 

still want to buy a home.  In fact, more 
than half of all consumers surveyed — 
a whopping 62 percent — expect mort-

gage rates to keep rising over the next 
year. And yet they’re still eager to buy.

Finally, we should always remember 
that rising interest rates, after years of 
artificially low credit costs maintained 
by the Federal Open Market Commit-
tee, is a sign that the economy is recov-
ering. Back in July, Federal Reserve 
Chairman Ben Bernanke claimed the 
financial tightening that has accompa-
nied the recent rise in interest rates is 

“unwelcome,” and laid out three rea-
sons interest rates have risen in recent 
weeks. One reason Bernanke cited to 
explain higher interest rates is “prob-
ably the unwinding of leveraged and 
perhaps excessively risky” positions in 
the market.

“It’s probably a good thing to have 
that happen, although the tightening 
that’s associated with [deleveraging] 
is unwelcome,” Bernanke said. The 
benefit, however, is that some of the 
concerns of building risks in the finan-
cial system fueled by the Fed’s easy-
money policies have been mitigated, 
he said, making some Fed officials 
more comfortable with the Fed’s $85 
billion-a-month bond-buying program 
going forward. Another reason for 
rising rates, Mr. Bernanke said, is bet-
ter economic news. “As investors see 
brighter prospects ahead interest rates 
tend to rise.”

Let’s hope Chairman Bernanke is 
right about the US economy.  
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Over the next year, consumers 
and mortgage executives alike 
should expect to hear a lot of 
noise coming from Washington.  
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